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It has been a very challenging year as there have been so many different issues that have 
needed to be addressed. 
 
We had a risk audit done, to see whether we were utilizing our security complement 
efficiently.  This audit raised a couple of things, relating to staff training, and the 
structure of the shifts that have now been addressed and seem to be working much better.  
The audit also highlighted a lot of problems with the electronic equipment in the 
building.  Most of the equipment is considered third rate and cheap, which is the reason it 
breaks down regularly.  As such, we have spent a lot of money upgrading the existing 
equipment – we’ve replaced some cameras, one of the booms at the parking entrance as 
well as regular work on the turnstiles and the magnetic locks on the lift lobby doors.  
There are also large areas of the building where we should have surveillance, but don’t.  
We have investigated installing cameras in these areas, but this is going to cost an arm 
and a leg due to the fact that the existing infrastructure cannot accommodate expansion.  
We are investigating options and hope to be able to sort something out on this front 
shortly.   
 
On a similar note, we conducted a signage audit to ensure that all the statutory signage 
was correct.  We put this right and at the same time, we installed signage in the parking 
garage asking people to slow down and turn on lights, as well as signs indicating 
emergency escape routes. 
 
Another area of concern has been the floors at the Terraces.  A lot of the residents leave 
their refuse outside their apartment doors instead of putting the bags in the bins provided, 
and sometimes, these bags leak onto the sandstone flooring.  We have received quotes for 
sealing the floors but have had to install electrical points so that the machinery that is 
needed can be used.  Again, this was a problem as we are restricted by not being able to 
run surface cabling, but has been sorted out now. 
 
We have also put up bird netting on the upper levels of the parking in an attempt to keep 
the birds from nesting on the geyser trays and pipe work.  This seems to have worked to a 
large extent and we are monitoring things, as it may become necessary to work our way 
down another level or two should the birds discover that they can still get access from the 
lower levels.   
 
We eventually managed to get Murray and Roberts back to site to effect the repairs 
reported to them.  Those of you who have been regulars at our meetings know the endless 
excuses that M & R have made over the past 3 years to try and get out of this.  The only 
item still under debate is the waterproofing of the planters at the Terraces.  M&R are 
blaming a design fault while the architect is blaming substandard construction.  We have 
had an independent report done, which we were supposed to get last week from the 



architect, and once we have that we can put the necessary pressure on the defaulting party 
to make good. 
 
There has been extensive water proofing done on the Longmarket Street side of the 
building and we need to start working our way around the rest of the building.  This will 
go hand in glove with painting the building, which we would like to do next year.  
However we estimate this will cost in the region of R1,2 million.  Provision for this will 
have to be made in the next budget as, due to various reasons, we do not have the 
maintenance reserves to carry this out now. 
 
City of Cape Town sent an inspector to have a look at our electrical installations and 
found them to be below the standards the new regulations demand.  We had to spend a 
large amount of money putting this right – approximately R28 900.00  This was 
something that was unscheduled and not budgeted for, however we had to do it. 
 
On the topic of budgets, our greatest challenge this year has been on levy collection.  The 
current economic climate has left a lot of people short of money.  This has been a 
problem for 2 years now, and we have found that while we would love to be doing a lot 
more around the buildings, such as the necessary painting and water proofing, as well as 
fixing the planters, we have not had the cash flow to do this.  Our arrears, as of today 
stand at R390 258.96, matters with attorneys for collection amount to R240 315.67. This 
is money that should have been used for maintenance, as this is the only item that we 
have a modicum of control over the expenditure.  All our other items, such as insurance 
R21 511.29 per month and council accounts R90 950 per month, and security costs R92 
760.00, and cleaning contract R14 587.06 have to be paid, out of a monthly income of 
R294 580.79 so if we are running a short fall, it is the maintenance that suffers. 
 
In an attempt to alleviate some of our costs in the long term, we embarked on an energy 
efficiency programme in the parking garage.  After looking at numerous interventions 
that we could do to reduce the power usage, we have started replacing the magnetic 
ballasts with electronic ones which reduces the energy usage quite a bit.  We looked at 
replacing the fluorescent tubes, which in themselves are fairly energy efficient, with LED 
tubes, but at R300 a tube, decided that this was not a suitable alterative.  Please realize 
that we have in the region of 750 tubes in the parking garage.  We also considered 
removing one tube out of each light fitting, only to find out that this increases electricity 
usage.  There is new technology that has come on the market in the past few months 
which we are currently investigating.  This could save the Adderley quite a bit of money 
once the retro fitting has been done, but with the technology being so recent, we haven’t 
yet been able to establish the long term effects. 
 
 
I can’t see the coming year being any easier.  Times are still tight, yet the costs relating to 
running the building grow each year.  We are going to have to raise levies substantially in 
August, just to do the necessary things to get this building looking like it should. 
 


